We consider a Josephson junction consisting of superconductor/ferromagnetic insulator (S/FI) bilayers as electrodes which proximizes a nearby 2D electron gas. By starting from a generic Josephson hybrid planar setup we present an exhaustive analysis of the the interplay between the superconducting and magnetic proximity effects and the conditions under which the structure undergoes transitions to a non-trivial topological phase. We address the 2D bound state problem using a general transfer matrix approach that reduces the problem to an effective 1D Hamiltonian. This allows for straightforward study of topological properties in different symmetry classes. As an example we consider a narrow channel coupled with multiple ferromagnetic superconducting fingers, and discuss how the Majorana bound states can be spatially controlled by tuning the superconducting phases. Following our approach we also show the energy spectrum, the free energy and finally the multiterminal Josephson current of the setup.
Introduction. Majorana bound states (MBS) [1] have been proposed as a building block for solid-state topological quantum computation [2] . Different setups have been discussed theoretically [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] -many of them relying on the combination of materials with strong spin-orbit coupling, superconductors and external magnetic field. Following these suggestions, experimental research has been focused on hybrid structures between semiconducting nanowires [11] and more recently two-dimensional electron systems [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] in proximity to superconducting leads. Setups based on 2DEGs are of special interest, as they benefit from the precise control of the 2DEG quantum well technology developed in the last 40 years. Ideally, the external magnetic field should act as a pure homogeneous Zeeman field acting on the conduction electrodes of the semiconductor. In practice, in the presence of superconductors, the situation is more complex due to orbital effects and spatial inhomogeneity due to magnetic focusing [20] [21] [22] .
The aim of the present work is twofold: to propose a setup for hosting and manipulating MBS at zero external magnetic field, and to discuss a general analytical approach for describing the transport and topological properties of 1D boundary systems with generic symmetries. The proposed setup is sketched in Fig. 1 which consists of a 2DEG [23] coupled to ferromagnetic insulator/superconductor (FI/S) electrodes. Related 2D systems have been recently explored in Refs. [6] [7] [8] 24] . The magnetic proximity effect from the FI induces an effective exchange field h in the superconductors breaking timereversal symmetry and resulting in a spin splitting of the density of states. Experimentally, manufacturing S/FI films is well demonstrated. [25, 26] . We approach the theoretical problem by developing an exact method that provides a systematic dimensional reduction procedure
Schematic of a narrow semiconductor channel (2DEG/nanowire) contacted to ferromagnetic insulatorsuperconductor bilayers. Phase differences ϕj of the superconducting j-th fingers are imposed across the semiconductor channel. Multiple fingers can be used to precisely control the position of the topological bound states in the junction.
based on a continuum transfer matrix approach [27] [28] [29] [30] , which in certain aspects is closely related to scattering theory [31] . The effective 1D boundary Hamiltonian obtained provides access to the energy spectrum, the free energy [32] [33] [34] [35] , and the multiterminal Josephson currents in the setup. An analytically tractable 1D topological invariant also emerges in a natural manner. The approach also applies to 2DEG strongly coupled to superconductors via transparent interfaces, required for large topological energy gaps. Here, we apply this method for our class D problem [36] and discuss phase-controlled manipulation [3, 37] of the MBS with inhomogeneous multiple S/FI "fingers".
Model. To model the junction of Fig. 1 we use the Bogoliubov-de-Gennes Hamiltonian of the proximized 2DEG in the basis (
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Here,∇ = ∇+ix[α x (x, y)·σ]+iŷ[α y (x, y)·σ] =x∂ x +ŷ∂ y contains the spin-orbit su(2) vector potential. [38] The superconducting order parameter is∆ =
h is the exchange field, and m the effective mass. Moreover, τ 1,2,3 and σ x,y,z are Pauli matrices in the Nambu and spin spaces, respectively. We assume that inside the "lead" region, |y| > L/2, the parameters are independent of y but may vary along x.
Reduction to 1D. To study the Andreev bound states (ABS) localized in the |y| < L/2 region, we reduce the problem from 2D to 1D using the transfer matrix [27-30, 34, 39] . Consider first the 2D Schrödinger equation 
The fundamental matrix Ψ(y, y ), such that u(y) = Ψ(y, y )u(y ), satisfies ∂ y Ψ(y, y ) = W(y)Ψ(y, y ) with Ψ(y, y) = 1. Below we denote Pauli matrices in the above 2 × 2 space with γ 1,2,3 . Note that W and Ψ are operators in x-basis, and in a uniform system,
At the interfaces with the leads, y = ±L/2, ψ satisfies boundary conditions of the form ψ + A ±∂y ψ = 0. The coefficients A ± contain information about the FI/S leads and are determined by their W matrices. The boundary conditions can be expressed as M y u(y) ≡ [P − Ψ(−L/2, y) + P + Ψ(L/2, y)]u(y) = 0, where
The bound state energies are then determined by Det M y ( ) = 0 where Det is the (functional) determinant in the matrix and x spaces. It is independent of y because Det Ψ(y, y ) = 1. We can characterize the ABS with a 1D boundary/defect Hamiltonian [27, 40] based on the Green function G:
The transformation (2) provides an explicit connection between G and M y , typical [35] for such differential equation systems: [41] 
where 
Topological phase diagram. (a) The quantity χ(y = 0) (shaded: −1) and the 1D narrow-channel invariant M (solid line: sign change), for αx ⊥ h, αy = 0. Dotted line indicates the Chandrasekhar-
Threshold ϕc, such that χ = −1 for ϕc < ϕ < 2π − ϕc, for varying µ. Here,kF (µ) ≡ 2m|µ * | sgn µ * . The threshold for nontrivial state at ϕ = π in the narrow-channel 1D model is also shown (solid line). (c) Mode spectrum at kx = 0, exact (solid black) and from H eff (solid red), and χ (dashed), for h/∆ = 0.5, ϕ = π. We set kS = 5/ξ, αx =x0.5/ξ, αy = 0, L = 0.25ξ, kx = 0, and ξ = / 2m|∆|. denominator of Eq. (6) correspond to a bound state in either half of the system cut into two with a hard-wall boundary condition ψ(y) = 0. If the leads are topologically trivial so that the edge of the cut system is gapped, H y is typically nonsingular at low energies.
Topological order. Hamiltonian (1) has the chargeconjugation symmetry H = −C † H * C, C = −σ y τ y . As H y inherits the symmetry of H, its topological properties can be characterized by the low-energy part of the 1D bulk invariant of class D: [1] 
where pf is the Pfaffian of a 4 × 4 matrix. Note that χ(y) can change sign only if bound states cross = 0, or when H y has a singularity there. [42] As a consequence, zeroenergy bound states are expected between regions with different χ. This argument can be generalized to other symmetry classes and formally also to 0D invariants in systems of finite size along x. Infinite superconducting leads. For this specific case, we determine the A ± factors from the W matrices in the leads, W ± . We define the projectorsP
to growing(decreasing) modes with momenta +(−) Im k y < 0 in the upper(lower) lead, where sgn is the matrix sign function. The mode matching conditions for bound states can then be written as P ± u(±L/2) = 0. At energies where the spectrum of the leads is gapped, half of the modes are growing and half are decreasing. SinceP ± are then half-rank matrices, one can generally find R such thatP ± = RP ± where P ± have the structure of Eq. (3). For µ lead → ∞ and no spinorbit interaction in the leads, direct calculation gives [41] 
2m lead µ lead a mismatch parameter. Narrow-channel expansion. Consider now a narrow channel with a Hamiltonian constant on |y| < L/2. Then Ψ(y, y ) = e (y−y )W . Expanding to leading orders in
When α y is parallel to the exchange field of the leads, it commutes with A ± and does not contribute. Imperfections in the S/N interfaces may also be included in this model and will affect the precise form of A ± . The above Hamiltonian is obtained via operator manipulations, and we did not need to e.g. select a variational wave function basis.
Within the quasiclassical limit in the leads and by setting for simplicity α y h , Eq. (8) can be written as
yielding an effective 1D Hamiltonian with an energy dependent order parameter∆ * , an exchange field h * , a potential shift, and an energy renormalization [see Eqs. (S6) in [41] for explicit expressions]. We have neglected the k x dependence of A ± , by assuming k x k F,lead . For leads with identical |∆|, |h| and phase difference ϕ, we find at → 0, Z
. At low energies, Eq. (9) is similar to widely studied quantum wire models [4] , and characterized by the same 1D topological invariant in class D
The superconducting self-energy in Eq. (9) in the limit considered here (L → 0, transparent NS interfaces) turns out to be similar in form to weak-coupling tunneling models, [4, 5, 44, 45] derived projecting onto lowest quantum well confined modes in the N-region. The explicit expressions for the prefactors, the shift in the potential, and α y spin-orbit obtained here are not found in typical tunneling approaches. The magnetic proximity effect from ferromagnetic superconductors that affects the energy dependence of both the superconducting and exchange self-energies, on the other hand in principle can be captured also by a tunneling calculation.
Phase diagram and spectrum. Figure 2(a) shows χ and the 1D invariant M = sgn[µ
2m , for a class D narrow Josephson junction, translationally invariant along x, under a phase difference ϕ. This is in agreement with the phase diagram presented in Ref. 8 , for the specific value of µ * . [46] The chemical potential dependence is shown in Fig. 2(b) , together with the size of the χ = −1 region around ϕ = π. The behavior as a function of µ with constant k S exhibits finite-size k F L oscillations from scattering at the NS interface, which are not present [7, 8] Fig. 2(c) . The above narrow-channel approximation breaks down when |k F |L 1, and is applicable for the first lobe. This limitation is also visible in Fig. 2(c) , where the narrowchannel approximation predicts a zero-energy crossing between 0 <k F L < π, whereas in the exact solution the system is in the nontrivial state for the whole interval. Nevertheless, states with χ = −1 can be achieved also at higher doping and mismatch, but in a narrower parameter region.
It is important to note that S/FI bilayers have restrictions on the magnitude of the exchange field. The S/FI bilayer energy spectrum becomes gapless at h > ∆. Moreover, thin S/FI bilayers at low temperatures support a thermodynamically stable superconducting state only below the limit h < ∆(T = 0)/ √ 2 [48] [49] [50] above which a first-order transition to normal state occurs at T = 0. As the induced effective order parameter is ∆ * ∝ | cos ϕ 2 |, a change of the 1D invariant can however be achieved for any h at phase differences close enough to ϕ = π.
The propagating mode spectrum of the 1D narrowchannel model is shown in Fig. 3(a) for different values of the phase difference. The behavior is typical to quantum wires [1, 4] : the magnetic and superconducting proximity effects open energy gaps at k x = 0 and k x = k F . The energy gap at k x = 0
closes and reopens at the topological transition. The gap at k F closes at ϕ = π where ∆ * vanishes. Finite size. The bound state energies of a system with finite size in the x-direction are given by the zeros of the determinant of the effective 1D model, [32] [33] [34] 
Here Ψ( ) is the fundamental matrix connecting the ends of the 1D channel, for the 1D differential operator H eff , defined analogously to Eq. (2) above. Roots w( j ) = 0 of the above 8 × 8 determinant can be found numerically. The bound state wave functions associated with each can be found from the corresponding singular vectors. Figure 3(b) shows the bound state energy spectrum as a function of the phase difference ϕ. When the phase difference crosses the bulk topological transition point, one of the ABS crosses over to form a MBS pinned at ≈ 0 and localized at the ends of the 1D channel [see Fig. 3(c) ].
Supercurrent in a multiple-finger setup. Consider now the geometry of Fig. 1 with multiple superconducting fingers with widths j and different order parameter phases ϕ j on one side. For a spatially piecewise constant Hamiltonian, we then have Ψ( ) = j e Wj ( ,ϕj ) j . Supercurrent exiting the jth superconducting finger is given by the corresponding derivative of the grand potential, which has a closed-form expression:
The sum runs over the Matsubara frequencies ω n = 2πT (n + 1 2 ). Here, we used the fact that starting from a functional determinant approach [32, 33] 
, with overall proportionality constants independent [41] of ϕ j . Resulting current-phase relations are shown in Fig. 4(b) , for (a) Bound-state spectrum in a finite-size "3-finger" setup with finger widths j = 100ξ, 4ξ, 100ξ and phases ϕj = 0, ϕ2, 0.8π, (b) Current density-phase relations, at T = 10 −3 ∆. Shown is the result for uniform junction [Eq. (12)], the same within the narrow-channel approximation [Eq. (13)], and IS,2/ 2 in the 3-finger system. Parameters as in Fig. 3. (c) Sweeping the phase ϕ2 = 0.6π → 0.704π → 0.8π, the ≈ 0 MBS localized at x = 2 (red) moves toward x = 0 (orange). Other parameters defined in caption of Fig. 2 . Inset: schematic of the structure considered.
infinite-length channels (ln Det → kx ln det) and for a finite-length < ∞ system. The results from (12) and (13) differ somewhat at L = 0.25ξ, but approach each other as the channel width L → 0. The finite-size system result is close to the infinite-size result.
Phase control of the MBS. Consider now a superconducting finger of width 2 between a trivial (ϕ 1 = 0, x < 0) and a nontrivial (x > 2 , ϕ 3 = 0.8π) segment. The bound state spectrum as a function of ϕ 2 is shown in Fig. 4(a) . As ϕ 2 crosses the bulk transition point ϕ c ≈ 0.7π of the segment, the MBS initially localized at x = 2 re-localizes to x = 0 (see Fig. 4(c) ). We have assumed 2 ∼ ξ so that the energy gap remains large also when sweeping the phase. The result shows that in a multi-finger setup, the MBS location can be controlled, envisioning 2D channel networks with FI/S electrodes as a platform for a phase-controlled braiding of the MBS. [3, 6] To drive a segment into the non-trivial state (ϕ → π) one can use a superconducting loop, connected to at least to some of the fingers. By controlling the supercurrent, it is likely possible to fine tune the MBS position.
InAs-2DEG [23] with Al/EuS leads [25, 26] provide a topological gap of E g /k B 60 mK. The corresponding coherence length is ξ ∼ 80 nm, making the fabrication of the devices compatible with the modern technologies. Phase biasing can be implemented with superconducting loops and, in combination with current injection, can be used to fine tune the MBS position.
Conclusions. In summary, we have used a transfer matrix approach to obtain an effective 1D boundary Hamiltonian. We have applied it to compute the spectrum of a S/FI-2DEG junction and to show how the topological properties of the structure can be tuned by the superconducting phase differences and the electrostatic gating. This enables the spatial control of the MBS, and 2D topological networks for braiding operations without requiring strong external magnetic fields. Our approach is quite general, not limited to any specific model or symmetry class, and can be extended to other 1D channel problems with continuum Hamiltonians that are polynomials in k y . Moreover, the model can be applied to investigate the properties of Josephson junctions in two and three-dimensional systems, for example surfaces of topological insulators [3, 15, 51] , or graphene [39] 
Intermediate steps taken
As explained in the main text, we apply a scattering method closely related to mode matching approaches [27] [28] [29] [30] and to computing functional determinants [32] [33] [34] [35] .
Bound state equation. Let us point out the status of the bound state equation. The result of Refs. [33] can be written as (note that tr W = 0 and det Ψ = 1),
where L ± are the lengths of the upper(+) and lower(−) superconducting leads and L that of the normal channel in between. The multiplicative normalization of Det depends on the highest-order derivative term in H.
± with growing (Re Λ > ± > 0) and decaying (Re Λ < ± < 0) modes, and write Φ = φ 
, depends only on the lead Hamiltonians. As a consequence, Det G −1 ( ) Det R + Det R − Det M y , where Det R ± are independent of the phase of the order parameter.
Singular vectors. Each zero j of the determinant is associated with one or more singular vectors such that
Green function. The Green function of the original Hamiltonian at |y|, |y | < L/2 can be expressed as
The constants C ± such that C + + C − = 1 are determined by boundary conditions, and y 0 is an arbitrary fixed value. Direct calculation shows Eq. (S2) then satisfies [ − H]G(y, y ) = 1δ(y − y ). Matching to boundary conditions ψ + A ±∂y ψ = 0 and setting y 0 = −L/2, we have
Local propagator. The diagonal resolvent is G(y, y) = 
Free energy. The free energy can be expressed up to a constant as F = − 1 2 T ωn ln Det G −1 (iω n ). Since det R and the normalization of Det are independent of the order parameter phases, F(ϕ) = − 1 2 T ωn ln Det M(iω n , ϕ) + F 0 . As a consequence, supercurrents I = 2e ∂ ϕ F flowing in the structure are determined only by ln Det M, and by extension, the phase-dependent part of its narrow-channel 1D approximation, F(ϕ) − Quasiclassical approximation. In the limit µ lead → ∞ and α x/y = 0 we can compute the projectorsP ± . Using an integral representation of the matrix sign function, we havẽ
where b = − µ lead and taking the limit µ lead → ∞ we find
